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Following from Private Secretary to Prime Minister. .

Your tel. No. 34: Prime Minister's Speech at
welcoming banquet.

Copies to:—

1

I have discussed the contents of your telegram under

reference with the Prime Minister.While it is,

as you say, tiresome thatthe Chinese have decided to

make an issue of the first speech by the Prime Minister

during her visit, Mrs. Thatcher is inclined to

regard their attitude as typical of their

negotiating tactics. In practice, the formula which

the MFA have suggested is not likely to excite
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excite unfavourable comment either in Hong Kong

or elsewhere. Nevertheless, the Prime Minister

thinks it would be a tactical mistake simply to

accept the Chinese formula.

In replying to the MFA, you ckeuld  say that

the Prime Minister was somewhat surprised to receive

their comments on her speech. But it is the

substance of the talks on Hong Kong which is important

to cboth sides, not the references during the

welcoming banquet. She finds the text proposed

by the MFA unsatisfactory in certain respects,

and would therefore propose to use the following

formulaL

"We have a growing habit of high level exchanges

on world problems and on bilateraLissues, and we

have had a useful first round of talks today.

We have not yet begun our discussions on Hong Kong.

I look forward to pursuing this important matter

with you tomorrow.".

If the MFA resist even this formula, you should

take a pretty tough line. You May wish to reiterate

that what is of interest to the Prime Minister is the
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substance of this question. She will not wish

to get involved in a purely verbal

argument on the first day of imar visit to which she

attaches considerable political importance.
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